
Too Enough

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The rooms were thus spacious _________ to contain a select company,
without the absurdity which attends many middle-class entertainments, where
unusual preparations are made at the expense of the daily comfort, and
consequently give the effect of exceptional effort.

1. enough

The present is not sweet _________ for me to embitter it with wormwood
from the future.
2. enough

This metaphor is _________ mild to be exact.3. too

The crackers did not taste _________ dry.4. too

They were _________ thin, however, to undertake important business.5. too

It didn't seen large _________ to hold more than two men.6. enough

The style is _________ old for you, though.7. too

It is altogether _________ tragical for common life.8. too

It was natural _________ that they didn't tell us.9. enough

It was easy _________ to tell her about these people.10. enough

The captain was _________ wise to make any such attempt.11. too

He was looking serious _________, however.12. enough

He alone was _________ weak to oppose the order.13. too

It was easy _________ to enter after that.14. enough

You were told often _________, at the time, what it would come to.15. enough

I am not well _________ versed, however, in the diagnosis of this disease
to speak with decision upon the point; and unhappily there were none of my
friends of the "Dial" present.

16. enough

None of the boys were big _________.17. enough
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The next morning everything was quiet _________.18. enough

Such a hint was quite _________ for a man like Hilary, whose delicacy,
sense of the ridiculous, and peculiar faculty of starting back and retiring into
himself, put the need of anything further out of the question.

19. enough

Bascom was glad _________ to take the oars.20. enough
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